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1}4ica1s Sell

’Policy’ Talk Set

Tickets for the final three
performances of "Red Tape,"
Which will be presented Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights
at 8:15 p.m., are on sale hi the
Student Affairs Office. Pricers
for the Bob Montilla directed
production are 51 for general
admisaion and 75 cents for students. Thursday night will be
block night.
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7 Gmp Sign ups
Near 142 Limit;
Rally-Group
Last Day Fri
More than 40 students ’have signed up for San Jose State’s fourth
annual Spartacamp, to be held this year on Saturday and Sunday.
March 9 and 10, according to Bud Fisher, publicity chairman. Signups
will continue until’ Friday or until the 142 limit is reached. Students
may register at the booth set up in the Outer Quad from 10 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.
A deposit of $5 is required at the time of registration. The full
cost for the two day camp is $10, which includes room and board,
and transportation.
Director for this year’s camp is Doug Willietns. Assistant directors
are Hill Squires and Penny Mc.
Clenatran.-45stmeddrir are Nada
Stepovick_ jycCarthy. Jan
Warden, -1..UN1t- Tom Burns.
Chuck RIgdon, Bob Foy. Danl
Spencer. Jim Lacy.. Pat Craven,
Dick Robinson, Alicia Cardona,
Al Walburg, and Bill Sturgeon.
Jack Holland of the Business
Department is camp adviser. Faculty members on the Spartaeamp
-Committee are Bob Baron, Lois
Henderson, Dean Robert Martin.
and Dr. Mary ’Wiley. Students on
the committee are Pat Craven,
Bud Fisher, Gayle Grisham, Jan
lieter and Dan l Spencer.

Russia, China
ang_Tog_ether
In New ’Policy
By UNITED PRESS
Soviet Russia and Red China
evidently have decided that if
Communists do not hang together
they are likely to hang separately.

--Sophs finish Contest Plans
Plans were completed by the
Sophomore Class for next semester’s activities program yesterday
St their last meeting for the seMest er.
The Soph Doll Contest will highbght the coming semester’s pro8..ram. Other
_ activities include,

Olympic Feature
In Lyke Magazine

Spartan campus feature magazine, Lyke, which goes on sale
tomorrow morning at 7 o’clock.
tells the virtually ignored story
of a Spartan Music major’s par-

FROSH DANCE NETS $46
The Freshman Class dance. held
Friday in the Student Union, resulted in a profit of $40 for the
frosts according to Nan. Baratini,
publicity chairman.
The Frosh-Soph Mixer also was
discussed. The Sophs have offered
to sell to the frosh the rope used
In the mixer tug-of-wars for $10
but the freshman Sent a request to
--the _goons for a certificate of ownership.
A detailed financial report idan
was given.

-

Senhtrif1’isThie

Now in Room 16
Seniors who pan to graduate

in June should pay their activity
fees in Room 16, as soon as possible, according to Dr. Rocci
l’isano, Senior Class adviser.
Dr. Pisano believes that the
Work of the Senior (lass in planning the June activities will be

much easier if they know -many people are going to ;feud!
pate in the activities, .

Int, 31 N. First, aresittlair I.
Han Stewart, peesidetat of the
Studeat Demerara. The groups
will dimming President ’limobower’s Middle East piracy.

Final Fall
Symphony
Is Tonight
Final fall -semester performance
of the San Jose State College
Symphony Orchestra will be held
tonight at 8:15 pm. in the Conten Hall of the Music Building.
An enthusiastic audience heard
the same program last night.
Piano soloist with the symphony
will be ’Eva Cazzaniga, a pupil of
Wiliam Erlend.son, associate professor of Musk. Miss CazzanIgi
is a senior music major from NoRONITOKES
vato, Calif. She will play Tschai4.. Musical Lead

Student Plays
In ‘Okliihoina

That, in brief, is the new policy "hat wearers" are seated in the
Ron Stokes, onion drama stuline whic h Chinese Communist choice rooting area.
So "Execflator!" students, Re- dent at San Jose State, will play
Premier Chou En-Jai is outlining
the lead part of Curly in Santa
as the result of his recent visit member the Hits."
Clara County Yduth Center’s proto Moscow.
duction of "Obbiborna!" The PloW
’There-Ts-tin T611
that Nikita S. Khrushchev, first
secretary of .the Russian Communist Party, appealed to Red China
to help avert what threatened to
be a break-up of the Soviet bloc in
Europe.
Chou responded by interrupting his tour of East Asia and
going to Moscow to cooperate
in working out the new policy
_Una

NO. 64

will open Jan. If at 8-15 ’p.m;
University of Santa Clara Theater.
It will continue Jan. 26 and Feb.
1, 2. 8 and 9.
Stokes appeared in "The Door"
and "Dr. Faustus" on KNTV and
in several Little Theater productions at SJS. This will be his
first major musical role.

Tickets for the performances

ticipation in the last two Olym- may be reser* by telephoning
AX
Digging;

Feb.-Grads Dance

at
Janos Kadar is trying to prevent
between the Women’s Gym and
February graduates are urged to
another outbreak of open rebelthe Art Building, on the Library pick up their tickets to the Janlion by reverting to the ruthless
Patio, near the Police School, and uary Dinner -Dance in Room 16.
methods of Josef Stalin.

Greek Societies
Favor Proposal
With the Inferfraternity Council promising to take definite action
on an expansion proposal, the current move to bring more national
social fraternities to San Jose Slats is expected to take the first ship
intiffird actuality tomorrow night.
!---ilipproval of the proposition is expected by many Greeks as a
the strew vote taken last week among seven fraternities,
of
=1offavored
the expansion move.

a

However, Kappa Tau. the ions local social frgillndty, must agree
*to any lifeigetlen because of an
agreement which states (that the

Dulles States
Red Advance
In Middle East

WC will not encourage eiiiihrision
-until Kappa Tau EMI national or
until KT- no longer rams in uphold the ruling, according to Dave
Goodman. IFC. publicity chairmen.
kovsky’s Piano Concert No. 1 in
Kappa Tau has not made public
WASHINGTON - (UP) -goo- Its
B -flat minor.
stand yet, but representatives
retary
of
State
Jahn
Foster
Dulles
W.
Gibson
Walters,
Conductor
from that fraternity have Indisaid
today
the
United
States
hie
associate professor of music will
cated that they will announce its
direct the 60-piece orchestra. rio specific evidence Russia plans posftkm tonmetvw evening.
"direct
aggression"
in
the
Middle
Other numbers on the program
ONLY FIRST STEP
are the Fanfare for the Common East. But he said there is evi"If the IFC agggstmet _lbe fogr
Man by Aaron Copeland; Bee- dence of the "advance of (’cm. pension meazure,
it will be but
thoven’s Symphony No. 1 in C munilim" in the area.
the first step In a ION. edilidt
Carrying
his
fight
for
the
EisenOverture
Major and Le RCA D’ya
hower Middle ’East Defense Doe - rated process," according to Dean
Mallard LOA
_
Robert Marttn, IFC adviser.
before th-conibined Senate

Dean
rrisasy
Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committee, he said t he that a college policy requires
Communists will take "every risk the laterfraternity Osimeg to
that they dare to win the Middle express an opinion resisting expansion; then, the college adEast."
ministration must concur.
Ile said the straggle for power
Concurrence depends upon the
In
the
ell
-rich
area
caridi
be
Second Se& vaccine pies vacPersonnel Deans and ultimately
"the
derisive
teat"
between
cinations will be gives tads, to
Communism and reseal’’’. If upon the College President, Man
Group it, persons with reeeliplis
Susie wins, he odd Casaiden- tin said.
up to 754. be Ow Heath lima
FAVOILAWC
"In
_Dean Martin added that there
Mir011.14111FINtidee stellesgr
well In
le a preponderance of favorable
Elsewhere in dlagingt
given Tinereareg to Group &
Taxes-A Moue* Ways & Miran arguments toward allowing more
persons ’utak receipts up to-1111111.
First siliets will be given ism Subconunittee recommended a $i fraternities on campus. The chief
22, 14. Sri, and 30 to persons million yearly tax cut Ing paro- argument brought up against such
who registered for the vaccina- chial and non-profit schools, and a decision is whether or not this
new 10 per cent tax on tape Ii the right Cane to :King neW
tions and haven’t received their
recorders and wire recorders+. The fraternities herr.
Initial injections.
subcommittee, calling for a broad
At the last meeting. the IVO
technical revision of federal excise advanced the following reasons
(sales) taxes, said its proposals for expansion:
would cost the government a net
I. Many of the students who
rushed did not pledge. This could
Weekly chapel service will he loss of only $9 million a year.
Appropriations- Congress w a. mean that then- are not enough
held today at 1:30 p.m. in the
Collage Memorial Chapel. The asked by the President to vote fraternities to go around

Salk Vaccinations
For Polio Today

between the Engineering and Psy- by Wednesday. Jan.
according
chology Buildings.
to Torn Bonet% Senior Class
In addition to the Sports fea- president.
ture "sc6op," a number of other
The Dinner-Dance will be held
articles dealing with athletics are at Mariann; at 7 p.m. on ThursIncluded in the magazine. Among day, Jan. 31. A chicken dinner is
them is a review of a half century on the menu
ship of the Socialist countries of Spartan basketball. entitled
Escort bids can be pioultmed
headed by the Soviet Union la "Then a rid Now," written by for $3.25, also iwden
2. There arc enough students
kaki- Rm. Phil W. Barrett First Pres- 1383 million in supplemental funds
our greatest duty..."
Pat Penick, amateur boxing tour- ani’s is located at 3490 El Camino byterian Chun& minister, will for the fiscal year ending June at SJS to support more fratern30. The money would go for a ities.
Thus Cho; both appealed for ney -division winner.
ifaaL_fir Santa Clan.
_ -b
variety of prow-erns including inS. At presedt all the fraternunity in the Communist-ruled
creased social security benefits ities are fairly equal as to facountries and reaffirmed Russia’s
voted by Congress, drought aid, cilities. New fraternities smile
position as the center of world
small business loans and stepped - not have to compete with new
Communism.
up cargo inspection of ships com- houses and superior living conHis appeal for unity was the
ing from the Middle East.
ditions offered by more estabsame as that which -,penjarnin
Zwicker - Mr. Eisenhower
lished fraternities.
Franklin - speaking in a better
looked the Senate to approve
Because the expansion proposal
cause-made at the signing of the
the nomination of Brig. Gen. is still 111 the elementary phase,
Declaration of Independence in
Ralph W. Zwkiser, a central how many fraternities will he alPhiladelphia on July 4, 1776.
figure In the Army -McCarthy
lowed, what specific kinds of fraFOR LII TEST
’"We must all hang together. or
EN ROUTE WITH PRESIAIRS.
- are announced before the Supreme
row in 1945. to he a Major Genternities are twine eonsidered and
HOLLYWOOD -- Police Chief
assuredly we shall all hang Nei,. DENT EISENHOWER
Presi- Soviet. An official an,nouncemlnt
eral. Sen. Joseph It. McCarthy
aiately,"
dent Eisenhower, who Is person- carried by the Soviet News Agen- William H. Parker said Monday (R-WIS.) charged Zwicker was what type of fraternities will be
allowed has not been decided.
actress
Marie
he
plans
to
ask
a
decree
summoning
said
cy
drought
conTess
investigating
It is ’now reported that Ehros- ally
"not fit to wear that uniform" Dean Martin said.
chhev went to Peiping, the Red titions in six states, walked the Parliament was published in (The Body) McDonald to take a became Zwicker refused to say
lie detector test to clear up "dis- who ordered the honorable disChinese capital, in November to hrough dust shoe-top deep Mon- Moscow Monday.
ey and watched gaunt cows
There was no confirmation or crepancies" in her story of being nharge of Maj. Irsing Perms,
tell Mao Tae-Tung, head of the
_government_ that tal- .golp cactus leaves from which authoritative comment from Mos- kidnapped by two swarthy men. an finny dwells& accused by MrParker sail- be-graMts- Us coif ’yetdujjrtBgerports from
lass he got immediate support, the spines had been buined...
Wei--ii-911Plith
The President, who spent the Warsaw. Poland, that Khrushchev the statuesque blonde to explain Adlessilmaat Comimmist."
the so-called "Stalinist" group in
Intermitional Relations C I u
existing
in
her
story
"differences"
at
Goodfellov,
Air
Force
Is considering taking over as
the Soviet government might take night
Senati-tontrol
The Demo- will meet at 7 30 pm. today in
kidnaprecently
she
was
of how
Rase, hear San Angelo, Tex., Premier.
Control._
crate’ whiekentin control of the. Room 107 to make all assignments
These reports said -Communist ped Crom her nearby Encino Senate will bang in the beta:ice for the
The fact that Mao Is men- made his first on-the-spot inModel United Nations, to
tioned Indicates that the Visit vestigation in a 22.6-mile - auto- Chinese Premier Chou En-lai, who home and later dumped out of after tomorrow when Fien Pr-ii, be held at Stanford from April
near
Indio.
the
desert
a
car
on
south
southeast
trip
and
mobile
Warsaw
after
Conferis
visiting
Would have been made after
Daniel r D.-Tex.1 resigns to is.. 10-13.
"After a critical analysis of her
Chou left for his tour of Earn of San Angelo, which is in West ences in Moscow, gave the Inforcome Governor of Texas
Everyone who plate; to particiask
her
will
we
.
.
.
statements
Texas.
leaPolish
Communist
mation to
Asia la mid-November.
Outgoing Gov. Allan Shiv,,r, pate in the Model U N. must he
to
the
submit
willing
to
if
ahe
Is
After his trip around San An- der Wlarlyslaa Gemlike.
an "Eisenhower Democrat." :nigh: at the meeting an thetr can begin
Khrushchev had gone previously
gelo, he took off in the PresidenUnited Press- Staff (Ikrespon- test," Parker said. "If she is, we appoint a successor who would researching nt Stanford University
to Warsaw in a vain attempt to
tial plane, Columbine DI, for dent Whitman-- Bassow reported aYlll give it to her. We have not vote with the RepublIcnns. giving
on their projects. Sir Jose State
keep Polish Communist leacIer
Woodward, Okla., and an auto- from bloso0’ that no I n hirrnet Inn yet asked her to take it."
the GOP a chance to capturr con- will represent the Union of South
Wladyslaw Gomulka from cdnMobile tour of that area. Ile was available .thgre on the pos.
trol of the Senate.
Africa.
solidating a government indepen- Visited Clovis,.
MURDER. SUSPECT TABBED
N.g., and
elide Kremlin shakeup.
Si 1RANCISQ:7_
dent of MosCow. -domination.
Theri.l.
biter.
-eeedeilt.,
Monday tabbed the robber..8f is.
INTRODUCED
The fact that -ChOti has ipsl- , ,’armors around San Angelo
fled that Russia is ’still the-’CŁn have made only three crops in SACRAMENTO - A bill to set Oregon hank last Friday bn
r ofIlwo-ffd Communism does hot the last eight years. The last good the Claliforniksoloimurn wage at strong suspect Id the tamarvia
an,: that Red China with its crop they made was in 1949 and $1.25 in hour end include men as slaying of a San\ Francisco police
800 MIllion people intends to take the last decent crop was in 1950. well as wonSett Udder the min- sergeant on Dec),130.
The hunted m4i is George E.
a second -rank position.
By BARBARA EASTMAN
of acting, being in front of the
Their farms and their cattle imum wage law drii introduced
in the Senati-FdfirldaY by Sen Cole, 33-year-old . paroled con,
It is simply an aeknowledge- loofi it. I
Marlowe’s "The Tragical His- cameras for most of the 90-minute
Richard Richards (D -Los An- ski. Ile was identieed by his tory of Dr. FaUstus" was pre- period lie portrayed the tragic
ment that Russia must be acThomas senter! over KNTV Sunday -as Doctor capably and feelingly.
areamtplice.
confessed
cepted as the fountain -Wiled of IiitiltustAllEV SHIFT MINTED geles).
LoNDON -. Russia’s parliaThe minimum wage in Californ- Harnrich. 31, as the man who shot a "live" 90-minute show by the
CoMmunist wisdom unless the
Ron Stokes. who portrayed LuThe Supreme Soviet
ia now is $.75 an hour and the and killed Sgt. Joseph Lacey SJS TV Department, under the cie, was only before the camera
Soviet bloc in Europe is to ment
was
stlinnlelitell 11111Indit7 to meet federal minimum wage is It an when Lacey tried to step their direction of Robert I. Guy.
break np.
a Short time. hat bio performance Chou’s support of Khrushchev, Feb. 11. ’The millitUlitieMent co- hour.
This was the culmination of and devil’s makeup were a highholdup of a San Francisco her.
Ftichards, who said he wee asked
M. Lynn Judy, manager of the nearly seenestees work and also light. Robert McNamara, as’ Meand of Rusaian leadership, stems incided with authoritative repOrts
from self interest Red China still that Nikita Khrushchev may be to handle the bill by labor rep- United States National Bank in of Ron glierrifFs master’s thesis phlstagisaies, carried the asound
heeds, and will need for wirne shifted from his Job he head of resentatives, added "there seems Sherwood, Ore., tentatively iden- In drame, as he designed all of
economic and technical .help the Soviet_ Communist Party to to be no reason why men should tified a picture of Cole as the the flint within’.
"Dr. Faustus" was the filth
Frank Davidson. as Dr. Faus- drama productive by the US ’Kr
not enjoy the same protection as man who ribbed the bank of
frofn the Cdritnunist countries of that of Soviet Premier.
Serit Cabillet diangvs usually women in the Mater of wages.
tus, carried the greatest burden Detinent.
$19,000.
In a long policy speech in Warsaw Chou said:
"We must march shoulder to
shoulder to the sante goal. We
consider that the constant
strengthening of (the) friend-
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President.Up to Ankles in Dust
On Tour of Six Drought States

PIans-for Model
ELN.-Set--iw Motion

Faustus’ Program
Ends Semester’s Work

jairolik
S.

,
r-

-egur at date

ises Expansion Action

"Remember the Maine" might
be a historic American saying, but
"Remember the Hats" is fast outstripping it in popularity on the
San Jose State campus.
The reason for the suddtnlyacquired popularity of the saying
sterns from, a statement by the
Rally Committee that only persons wearing hats at tonight’s
hasitethall game will be allowed
sit in the rooting section.
This regulation, which was originated to prompt more spirit at
the games, will be strictly enforced, according to Rally Committee members. "Guards" are to
be stationed around the rooting
section to see that only bonafide

Thursday

o’clock by the Young Iltepalligacans and Student Demme/de at
the Find Federal Mashies BMW

AY, JANUARY is, 1957

Wants Hats
On Rooters

-.11144414114111doftifiguilitli.
Money for on to "independent" ’Communist
led Isle, to
The Lyke, Semi -Centennial Edithe "CIM4----a rummage sale in Poland. From there, he is going
tion, will be distributed at booths
April, and a cake sale.
to Hungary where puppet Premier
the Industrial Arts gateway,
Other business in the meeting
was a request by Ardith Frost
associate professor of physica
education, for volunteers to usher
at Commencement, Friday, Feb. 1
A picture of the Class was taken
for La Torre at the close of the
ni&sting.
SENIOR CLASS STATIONERY
The Senior Class moved to investigate the purchase of Class
letter-paper at their regular meeting yesterday. The Centennial
graduating class will use this
paper in all their official communications.
The "Betty Coed-Joe College"
Dance Is scheduled for March 1, a
Friday evening. It will be after
the St. Mary’s game. The class
decided to hed the dance in
the Women’s- Gym.
ORIENTAL THEME FOR PROM
l)ecornt ions for the Junior Prom
to be held March 6, will be an
Oriental them e. Pete Berman,
theme committee chairman, submitted a list of suggested themes
to the Junior Class Council at
a meeting yesterday.
Signups were held for an aftergame dance to be held some time
in March.
, Shirley Hansen reported that
Bob Custer, from radio station
KLOK will speak at a class meeting early next semester.

A resuadtable intinalipa
he he

-

osof iratnetits4
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Air Force Tests Parachute for 90,000 Feet Altitude Jumps

by Dick

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

EL CENTRO-(UP)- Air Force
parachute test jumpers near here
are trying out a new chute which
may enable fliers to escape aircraft at 90,000 feet, twice the Present record altitude.
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AWIIELL
lick of time he can donate to his studies, his lack of opportunity to
JUST SAY
stork if he must support himself and of course the giving up of much
AT ¶1415 15
04’
?AV
of his own free time in order to practice.
rf
A JOS FM.
WorkAaid scholarships or programs would help solve the probAN’
INTHE
YOURCf
lam. While an athlete is competing in a particular sport arrangements
PAM
r algt
THEAP!
NEiM SENO‘OU ON TV
’041SINESS is
should be made to provide him with at least his room and board. He
YOU
should have a part-time job to provide him with spending money, and
we don’t mean enough to keep a Cadillac convertible operating.
When the sport in which the athlete is competing has relish
the end of its season, then so too should the scholarship or program
terminate. Moderation should be the keynote.
One problem remains. Who supplies the money for the scholarships and who provides the jobs for the athletes? At most Issautions
the answer is supplied with one word
alumni.
San Jose State feek a keen awareness of this goblet as does
Stanford. But unlike Stanford we do not have a highly organized
in the same way as he might be a
alumni association. Ours has done a lot of talking, but has provided
member of a campus service club.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
little action.
I think it Is fine If some of
I am after itiTorrnation. If I did
We hope that Stanford will not withdraw from the PCC, but
my classmates wish to organise
not know of several other proremain and help straighten out the "mess." We at San Jose State
Nodally within the class for barspective June graduates who seek
definitely will be interested in the results. We are comparatively young the same information; if I did not becues and dances, but, after
as an athletic power. We are growing stronger year by year and feel rather sure that there are all, we did not all convene here
may soon reach our potential. We don’t want to make the same misIn 111831 by prearrangementwe
a good many more interested
takes that some PCC schools and other institutions around the country
are eiksitansates by tioincidenee.
parties than I happen to know
personally,
I
would
keep my
I don’t’ think that I ant being
or
even particularly
mouth shut and plod around in the indecent
main building until I found the
-Intotination
But Thrust and Parry can _get

us told --any or all of us -merely
by fulfilling its announced purpose
of being a clearing -house for
Crucial Campus Issues.
Question: What fees are a
oice of pigments and dyes, you
The ingredients that go into le
graduating senior REQUIRED
makeup sounds more like a recipe better do so at this time. Then,
to pay’ A complete, straightfor an atomic bomb than a cos- a dash of titanium oxide tcabetter forward answer will tell me, my
cover
the
surface.’
metic- Check the display on the
friends, and any of my postuo avoid feelligg like one el ..late.d "interested parties" all we
second floor of the Science Buildstfatsies-Ii 11----LouvnTsaciailing if thicitindis
Seed to know.
glycerine mall be stirred In
In all, there are more than a
I’m not completely ignorant in
about
now.
Sig
diced
carrots
must
that
Items
doges different
this matter. I know there ia
worth.
This
prevents
tightness
be termed selestlfically together
specific mention of Senior Clog
as the makeup dries and also
order to esow up with the
fees or Alumni Association dues
prevents
it
from
flaking
off
When
product.
end
’desired
on the Application for Graduation
your
legs,
You should be warned
)properly Wended, this mixture
I completed last week; there is
that naiad oil ie not an acceptAllegedly can make * lads ’a leg%
something called "Graduation Fee
able subatitute for glycerine.
:leek long. lovely, lean and I. I including Placement Fee.)" which
Some methyl cellulose. 1 gram,
could mean anything.
course. this
to
be
is
required
also
as
a
fixitive
product mayy
I know that I. like all college
Of
purchased,
in almost make the powder adhere firmly
ready-made.
students, am a member of a given
and not peel off. Wouldn’t want
class more by definition than by
any dime store. But in this great
a
of speckled
legs
f
le
syou
rd
lu
ow
- pair
wouldn’t
Age,
choice. That is, one is not a memDo-It-You
we? This style has not yet caught
ber of the class of. say June 1957,
be -ashamed of yourself if you
on at Western colleges and unilaid out your hard earned cash for
versities.
something you could make with
For that lovely luster and sleek
your own .two hands. Certainly
silk simulation, you should add to
tou would.
the mixture at this juncture about
*0 FEELING LOUR
10 grams of talc. Then throw in a
And think of that sense of acgram of wetanol to Insure a unicomplishment when, after only a form color spread.
few hours of toil, you have manThe final Ingredient. 16 cubic
ufactured in true Madam -Curie By JIM CYPHER
centimeters of akohell, le relike style your own bottle, jar,
quired to facilitate drying. This
WANTED: Driver trainees.
gam
of
-you
-have
what
can or
Item should he added unhemThis call was issued forth by
grease! Ah, there’s no feeling
itattingly. Although sou think
Ralph Carl Bohn, assistant proquite like it so it has been said).
you could find a better use for fessor of industrial arts, In anticiNow, what do you need to
it,’ let not temptation prevail.
pation of securing "guinea pigs"
concoct this flattering finish?
For variety, you tui g-ht
for the driver education course to
powder
base,
lanolin
A little
Meet bents as it ntennurtnit di-be given during the spring se,
cream, cleansing cream and face
metier.
marsh to start with. Face meek!
Your first attempt may not
This course, Ed. 192, is a methThis, apparently, Is to hide
turn out just the way you would ods and techniques class designed
dimpled knees.
like. Try again Persevere.
for prospective teachers of drivNext, you must grind *OM@
Above all, keep one thing .in er education in secondary schools
powder. Please use a mortar and
tictir-a*
ictiJa
t j4iii444f,
pestle for this process.
the better part oflyalor.
Adding to the overall success
make a much better impression if I
of this course in recent years
someone should drop in on you
has been the utilization of real
while you are playing like Max "pupils."
The
trainees
are
Factor. Then, a little akin freshsought from the student body
ener. This, obviously, is an obviof S.IS. Bohn believes there are
ous ingredient.
&dared as tecoad class matter
many non -drivers on campus
ADD (’ARROTN, MIX
April 24. 1934, f Sin Jos*, Calif.,
who would welcome the opporunder thit act of March 3, 1879.
Your next step is to acquire 136
become
properly
tunity
to
Mirnhair California Newspaper P.iicubic centimeters of water. A
lithors Association.
trained in the art of sale drivcentimeter, for those of you who
Publishod daily by dui Assoelatwil
ing.
are unfamiliar with this measureStudents of San Jose State Collie:es.
A dual -control training car Will
incept Saturday and Sunday, during
ment, is roughly -file "size of a
Hi. college year with ono issue diebe used for instruction. Prelimdiced carrot. Therefore, it is sugperie_d.
jp_t_t_sch Noel esamesetion
inary Alibi of operation will -be
gested-that -you buy a -ean-of diced
Subscriptions ecceptiiTisely on
obtained by navigating the traincarrots, empty all but 136 of them
tennsisder-o:1,1,001 year basis. In
fall semester, $3; in Spring somitstar,
and determine from thin how
ing auto in a vacant field near
St.SO.
Spartan Stadium.
much water is necessary.
Titlephons: CYprow
All interested non -drivers are
Whether warm or cold water
tonal. Est. 710; Advertising Dent
urged by Bohn to register their
should be used is left to your disEst 211.
names and addresses at the Incretion. And remember, discretion
Prins of the Globe Printing Co.,
1445 South First St., San Jost Calif.
dustrial Arta Office before ,the
is the better part of valor. This
41111.48
close of the fall semester.
should be kept in mind as you
Editor
Students who are accepted for
continue your recipe.
KEPLINGER
JOHN
driver training will have to posA bit of Iwntonite, about 4
1111641111 Massa«
grams, ought to he tanned in
sess a state learner’s permit,
JACK ERICKSON
Bohn added. No credit will
her* If y4i411 have snow lasing
Day frlifor
fered for completion of the COOTS!.
around. If you don’t have any
WALT TAYLOR
The course will laid approximatelaying around, get some. Volt
gotta have It, gal, It’s the stuff
ly nine weeks. Regular hours In
keeps the
pigment
attendance are not Mandatory;
in
that
ranapiesidon and Makers applies thus an Irregular wheduling may
itoPP
onimmo nib
be worked out, ILA the student’
Hen pastier.
mrnm. .04 *****
free time dictates, Bohn con’To add to the covering power of
cluded.
this marvelous makeup, 20 gra’nui

Men, be

Driver Education
Course Recrujtnig
-For ’Guinea Pigs’

rr

Spaztan2)aily

as..at..

Station here. They will stretch
their jump’ to 30,000 feet and in
January will move to Hollomag
Air Force Base, N.M., to contld
their jumps from a balloon eIi
craft. The New Mexico leaps vri
be from 514,000, then 78,000 and
finally from 90.0e51 feet
the earth.

17

miles

abovw

Revelries Strikes a Blow at

RED TAPE
Thurti., Fri, and Sat.

NOW OPEN BY . . .

Oat
No. Fourth and Julian

Informat?on Please!

Sr WALT TATUM
glad you’re not women of precipitated chalk must be
-and be careful when you’re mixed in.
s) FIGMENTS
around them especially if the
you have not yet added your
aren’t wearing stockings.

Equipped with the .
,etuhcarapega-itlu’u
the Air Force test
jumpers have hailed out from as

At present, if a flier roust escape at high altitude, the first
part of his descent is a bullet -fast
plummet through thin air. During this "free fall" the body spins
and spirals violently enough to
cause blackout or death.
A flier cannot open his standard
chute at high altitudes because at
the spts.d he falls in thin air. the
Jolt of the, chute opening might
Tip the canopy or injure the man.
The mesa lsve been with a

offered.
It would be pleasant to be able I. Wove that the athlete chooses
his WitregiTsie-ausirefiti-ctirriculuroperhar’Vs because T
way
Ifs favorite sport is conducted. But this would be a very naive assumption.
’
A college athlete should be compensated for his sacrifices: the

Perseverance, Diced Carrots
I-TMixLeMakeuu

stablixing chute. The miniature
parachute Is intended to slow
the fall enoug h to eliminate
violent spies.

The four junipers are testing a
G -tee( -wide parachute which slows high as 2ten) feet at a slte north the airman’s descent until he can we’d of the Naval Auxiliary Air
safely open his regular 30-foot
chute at 10,000 feet,

KC Violations Have Meaning for State
Stanford University is worried about the Pacific Coast Conference going professional if the present athletic ’lode remains in force.
It has reason to be fearful for the green tinge of professionalism is
reisdily apparent in the PCC.
Anyone who has given the PCC controversy serious thought must
agree that matters have gotten out of hand in recent years. We don’t
with to enter the controversy over penalties that have been inflicted
on their value, but we do want to discuss athletics and money.
Things have reached a sorry state in our country and in the world
of athletics when an athlete determines which college or university
Ise wishes to attend br the amount of money or other luxuries he is

------

JULIAN IV STEAKS
- HAM andEGGS

PIT-BROILED-STEAK S

anti-social, in saying this. I don’t
’see_ how the hardest-workin(...or,
ganizer of class social funetiits

_Maned Toast
oe
Jelly

Salad
Baked Potato
Chili
Roll and Butter

could contradict it.
Even more obvious is that a
great deal of latitude must surely
be allowed for the various methods by which different Individuals
in a class of a thousand (or ten)
may wish to fulfill their social

Coffee

Enjoy Our New, Comfortable Seating Arrangement!
.
Open 6:30 A.M. told

needs.
Information please.
- tr
Am Leigh114.96 ,
".

WHIN THE LUCKIES are gone, you’ve still got the
memory of some great smoking. You’ve also got a
Stack Pack. Chintsp, though, you can get more down
at the storeand every Lucky tastes like a million
bucks. That’s because every Lucky is made of fine tobaccomild, good -tasting tobacco that’s TOASTED
to taste even better. Have you tried a Lucky lately?
It’s the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
WHAT

nA

WHAT d A NISH FIKXT/

CARMAN CHIUMADINII

Bootie’ Teuton

WHAT IS

A SORCIPISS’ COZY 40058

Brawn Raisin
JANIS MALL.

110111 RUIN,

MacsAss

It Cu.. MAIIHALL

."irs

Witch Niche
OUTTIlt1[1.
C011111.1.

WHAT IS

A

SAD ANTROPEt

TOASTED"
to taste
betted

Wet.

iii

OP Of ONP1.11111

STOCK POI DOW:Mt

Luckies
Taste Bett

CLEANER, IRRJESHIER. SMOOTHER I

P1001 (7 OP

Adilenkiirestattleduero-e7rsalpr

START STICKLING!
MAKE ns
%fair’
ell pay $26 for every Stickler we
.print -and for hundreds mere that
never get used! So start Stickling they’raeoasay you can think of dosses
-hi second& Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both
worda must have the lame number of,
syllables. (Don’t do drawings.) Send
’em all with your nano, oddness,
college/ad class to Happy-,. LoRLy,
bon 67A. Mount Vernon, N. X.
.

. LiAt tua husk

47.7 .7

4

.

Varsity, Freshmen Cagers In Action Tonight
Frosh,Prep Quintets
Meet in Preliminary
With the weight of a fourgame losing streak resting heavily on their young shoulders, San
Jose State’s freshman basketball team goes to the post tonight against highly -rated Santa
Clara High.

Athletic League contest and is
expected to be on or near the
top of the loop this year.

Coach Jerry Vroonn expects
trouble aplenty from the Panthers
in general and center Bob Lister
and forward Larry Guilford in
The Panthers, coached by ‘for- particular.
mer San Jose great Dean Giles,
Lister (6-3) is regarded as one
are one of the finest prep squads
of the best prep prospects around,
In the Santa Clara Valley and
not only for his fine booking
tv111- give the frosh- a tusste in the
ability, but for his board ik as
contest. The tilt will lac the prewell. Last sexton he was selected
liminary to the Fresno State - to the
SCVAL team as a sophSan Jose varsity encounter.
omore, after leading the league
Santa Clara was a 56-35 victor in scqring with a 17.3 average.
it) its opening Santa Clara Valley
He was named to the all-San
Jose, team’ and received reccignition on several 4other all -area
squads.
LAMBS WOOL SWEATERS
Styled Pebble Beach
Regular 11.95. Now 9.95

IVY LEAGUE SHIRTS
.

Short Sleeved Lt5

IVY LEAGUE FLANNELS
BroisonCambridge Grey
Charcoal -13.95

alue Chip

Stamps

CAR COATS
Wafer Rayt
46911ter
Nrst N411101/111 &Urge

ik litiothur
MAN MOW 7011 Jet*

Real.
Meal!
Tat%
Our

Deal!
Delicious, wholesome meals
served at prices which a re
Just as In%ItIng.

College Cafeteria
Home Economics Bldg.
Soiree% & San Antonio
1:00 DAILY
OPEN I 1:30

-Show Slate STUDIO
ALDO
RAY

ANN
BANCROFT
4;

"NIGHTFALL"
"WICKED AS THEY

cow.

Arlene Dahl Phil Carey

CALifqR41A
D
FOUR QUEEN "
Clark 6ableH.4w Parise
Also
THE BOSS"

TOWNE
"HYPNOTIST ccaNiftil/MAL"
(The iridey mwpity Anawerj
Also
"THI UNIOWN I"
Student Rates

SAR ATO GA
"TEA AND SYMPATHY"
Deborah Kerr, John Karr
Also
"THI POWIR AND THI PRI21"
Student Rates

EL RANCHO
"SHARK FIGHTERS"
Victor Mature Karla’ She.’
Al
"YOU CANT RUN AWAY
FROM IT"
Jona Allyson Jack Le III TOM

Close behind Lister In scoring
and rebounding is Guilford (6-4),
the team’s tallest player. lie ia
expected to do yeoman work trOM
his forward -position, and is-mspected for his jump shot.
At the other forward spot will
Ron Cachopo 16-1) the only
senior in the starting lineup. The
partababes will concentrate on
stopping Cachopo’s outside shooting.
_Buster Costello (5-10) will start
at one guard. Ile is the tearri’s
floor leader, but not regarded as
muc.iLjporIng threat.
’
Either Ed Thomas (8-O) or Jim
GaTEFo1U(1-0)
the ddII
at the other guard spot. Galizioli
played most of the early contests,
but lately the hustling Thomas
-has caught Giles eye. N
are feared as scorers.
The Panthers carry a 7-2 ’rec...
ord into tonight’s game, having
lost to Bellarmine and Fremont.
Spartababe mentor Vroom says
he expects the Panthers to be
very rough on the boards and
has called Ltater’and Guilford two
of the finest -players he has seen
,
An the
’He -announced. Mrstirthlg
,
up as follows: Jim Baer and Norin
Steinbach, foFwards; Buzz Ulrey,
center; Gary Hesse and Gil Zahallos, guards.
Ulrey, a short man at 6-0, will
move to the post because of his
ball-handling ability, something
sorely lacking in recent freshman
encounters.
Baer and Steinbach will be
counted on to get board control
no simple task against their prep
opponents.
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Spartans Seek Sole
Ownershipof Second

Pogo 3

Sounding Off

With a chance to take over
sole possession of second ’ place
in California Basketball Assn.
standings, San Jose State takes
on Fresno State in its final Spartan Gym appearance before the
end of the fall semester.
Tipoff for the varsity flay is
8:15 p.m.
After dropping their fi rst
league outing to defhding champion University of San Francis-cc, the Spartans or -Watt McPherson have rallied and captured a pair of decisions over
Pepperdine and one over Loyola
to trail Santa Clara in the CEA
along with St. Mary’s.
The latter triumph was not
because for the first time this
year, the Spartans exhibited
balanced scoring punch with four
players hitting in double figures.
Powell,
Time four
Art
GU Zeeland, Mary Branatrom
anti* Dihig. will he in the
lineup tonight along with the club’s brat
If
defensive player, Don Rye.
It seems that each section of the country has a pet group of ex-.
In two duels between Rye and
pressions to use. The staid old Ivy League would say of a one-sided
Pepperdine’s Mack Taylor. the
game, "Yale masticates Princeton) or Harvard Ocrunches Colgate.",
Wave stickout was held to 12
They can have those.
points, well below his 20-point
For the sports writers in the Cowpoke country you have lasso,
plus per giitTle average.
tan-up or hog-tie. Maybe even "Texas bulldogs Baylor."
Both Diaz and Egeland are
Traditional rivals never merely outplay the opponent. The story
Coaches ,among the top 10 in the CBA
BUSY TONIGHT
would say Oregon overwhelms Oregon State. Or bamboozle, bombard, Walt McPherson (tor) and in field goal percentage. EgoJerry Vroom send their arsity
rout, shellac, wreck, wax or wipe out.
land’s 20 for 44 places him in
Some sportswriters use, the same word regardless of the score. and fresh eager% into combat fifth spot while NM his tanked
Santa
State
and
against
Fresno
The- Whoal can win by one point and they pasted the opponent_ The Clara Mgt tonight at Spartan 25 of 58 shots to- rank ninth.
score could be 50 points apart and it would still be a pasting.
Gym. Fresh game starts at i Diaz also is fourth in scoring
8:80 p.m., followed by the %lir- with
Other writers use the alphabet system for trying to get different
70 points and a 17.5 per
slay
tilt at 8:15 p.M.
deocripUve words. These people come up with words like gnash, Ingame mark and sixth in
igIeerf
-inundate, joaLlas, puzzle. quell, upend. vanquish and siPs by.
ot
IhrusvALOntaga -with IJD-2T.
The one letter that really stumps the alphabet boys fa Y
After
being
manhandled by
Cetween
for
UDR
X-terminate
eliminate
you
two
if
been
have
would
VSP. Braitstront hoe returned
"W" and "Y" day.
to the form he AMished before
t’hristmas
sod now
tops, theBahopa
rebounding
thepocket
a
consult
to
be
would
terms
finding
of
Another way
with 64, 111 Mere than his near.
saurus. Most sportswriters don’t even know what one is. The few that
to taste detent the San ’ eat competitor.
are
a
defeat
do know and um one will find that terms for a win and
June State wrestlers take’; on
Although still without a win
bit out of date. -" - Soso Clara* at Spartan Gym ta.,_,,m_cL CBA play, Fresno is one of
Most of the Words have been used for a horseback duel betweelt -view
the major stumbling blocks in the
t:_c) knights with-meow.
The ’meet will be heldrit 7 Spartans’ path to the top of the
-airrirli=lalltr,_r-11641111.110418011101tiwsshoo...Reasna(a.,iisal should be ’leaeuprhe Bulldogs come to town
general, checkmate or
over before the San Jose- res- w th w tenh 11111 ’vancrenA few others are baffle, rionplue, circumvent, surmount or drive no basketball game in the main burgh
considers the best club in
the wall.
gym.
PSC history.
We can see it now. "Spartans drive COP to the wall." It would
In, a meet at the Berkeley
Leading the way for the Bull.
different.
few years age. YMCA on Saturday the Spartans dogs are two of the top 10 icorThe best we ever heard was la West Virginia
won the Northern California Jun- ers in the loop. Gary Alcorn, a
After a high school basketball game we met the star of the Charlesior AAU championship over a 6-font,..&.inch center from Fresno
tots High School team.
field that included Santa Clara. Junior College has found col’Jot having attended the game, we asked the score. Rod Hundley,
S s scored 21 points to 13 for legiate style of play to, his Ilk.
now of West Virginid University, and a colorful character replied,
runner-up Fort Ord and the Olyin- ing and has averaged 18.7 points
"Ma that game was a real gully-washer. We whupped those boys."
-per game thus far. Rolland Todd,
Charleston
said
he
and
meant
that
what
asked
We
upped?
a returning letterman, is right
Jose,
Joe
San
Turd
will
For
are.
you
where
on
depends
won. Like we said, it all
High
get a rest in the 123 pound match, behind Alcorn with 16.7 markers
Clara ewisllanfdoerrsfeitwitihleiacedivision.
perLegarns Rem. wn, who sparked the
Jack Purl of Santa Clara in the Bulldogs last year, is among the
- 130 pound bout,
leaders In field goal percentage
George -Uchida will battleGer(14 for 32) and teams with the
ry Roberts at 137 pounds. Lynn huge Alcorn to be listed as
Brooks will go against Bill Ste- leaders In the rebound departthe first two Clara travels to Fresno to meet phen In the 147 pound bout. Dale meat.
all scorers du
the Bulldogs.
weeks of play.
Doig or Connie Rushing will do
The Alcorn-Browm-Todd front
STANDINGS
battle with the Bronco’s Jim Fir - line gives
Pepperdine cont
es to be the
PSC a strong-reboundW L PF PA paKaetn 15s7pa.
Timm
f ineptness
all-time champion
ing, high -scoring front line, but
361 10
Spartan mainWaves
in CBA competition.
the Bulldog guards have shown
3 I 311 34*
144J.OryIsi STAYS ..__
stay, will take on Joe Mueller much to be
twin losses to San Joia and St. St.
I 3111
desired.
will
Bob
Strangio
pounds.
at
187
its
consec
I
iii
ive
loshiked
Mary’s
1 Me ita
Sa fi NANKIN* Vandenburgh still is searching
III
carry
SJS
hoer*
in
the
177
pound
IN
2
Loyola
ing streak to 18 a CB record.
341 2111 match. He will face John Bolton’, ---Students who take Education
_ I
r the Pacific
There seems little hope
I In SIt
Slat.
-.L.F,.,..
Fr
Russ Camilleri will face Bob 340 A, Teaching Home Economics,
Waves,.who will rest untV’eb. Poppardi ff
4 211III
Nulk of Santa Clara in the 191 design and. arrange a display
eet
1 when they travel notth t
scoanso
pound division. Heavyweight Nick which is located iii the upstairs
it
USF.
Aye. Sanger will struggle with George hall of the Home Economies
Nam% Stain
PG
2
Build11
. 11
1711 TRIP
League action will be lighlithis G. Brawn. Loyola
. 4 U IT 1111 44.4 Davis in the final bout of the ing. The displays are thanged
week, while most of the athletes Dess, SAP
each week.
4 21 N
are engaged by Thrar- exannna-1711
4 26 n
DIAZ, 5.55
lions.
41 IL)
4 21
IIaffelonft, leyoi
.FSC
,retlA
cP
1 2 Sa 437
I 22
Tonight, however, Fresno State
IT.?
3 22
moves into San Jose State’s Spar- Darla COP
4 It Ilia 53 133
34, Tartar. Pao
tan Gym to engage the locals and Tot*, PSC
3 21 11 SO NI
Saturday league-leading Santa &GRAND. WS
4 24 S * lii
By DICK O’CONNOR
How Many points does it take to wallop a tearni’ Can San Jose
State clobber College of the Pacifirby 10 points?
An interesting subject this. In every sports story there is room
for a few words between the two teams and the idea is to fill it with
the word that hest describes the extent of the win or loss.
"San Jose State edges Freesia state" or "Santa f’lara .11dmpa
Pepperdlne." A mbinutteh might be billed "UCLA illftS441.1,14 Half
Moon nay."
A bit of thought resulted in the following wards
to Use. Ilow about annihilate. A descriptive word,
that. Or 111-18t same blood-thirsty vein, a tram
can maul, mash, mutilate, hammer, devour, eradicate, destroy, crush, chew or chomp.
How about Murder, kill, slaughter, obliterate,
bash or pulverize?__ Is cam of .a close game the possibilities are
limitless. You can slip by, eke out, edge, down,
drop, defeat, dump, nip, best, nudge, outwore,
tlp, trip or topple.
Nudge always reminds of a mother animal pushing a young one
but It could be that the; Colorado Buffalos could nudge the California
Beareubs.
For the victory that Is never in doubt we have run away, trouncet
trompthump. squastr.-7-Jimear, stomp, pinamilt., plunder, crumbNk
Her, hattart-bliart.ltait or wreck._
_

Area

Factor

UnMiatedSJ
Wrestlers, SC
Meet Tonight-Yet

Try A Thesaurus

Diaz. Climbs in CBA Scoring;
Cagers Tied r Second Place
Travel proved healthy for the
varsity cagers last weekend as
the Spartans picked up a pair
of victories over Loyola, 78-74.
and Pepperdine, 62-42. and moved
into a second place tie in CaliAssociation
Basketball
fornia
standings.
Guard Eddie Diaz emulated
the team’s rise as he moved from
eighth to fourth in the scoring
race.’ Diaz meshed 21 and 14
points in the two games, and now
possesses a 17.5 average.
The surprising Santa Clara
Broncos put together one of the
most impressive wins ’Against
College of Pacific, downing the
Tigers 79-49. ,,’he inept Bengali.,
held to a puny nine points in the
first half, were never in the
game. Only upon the entrance of
the Broncs’ third team did COP
manage to close the gap to 30
points.
University of San Francisco,
playing without Forward Carl
Boldt. had trouble. but managed
a 68-56 win over lucklesa’Fresno
State: Boldt was suspended laid
week by Don Coach Phil Wool pert for breaking a "teem rule."
Garnet te
forward
Loyola
Brown, held to It by San Jose’s
Art Powell. surged hack the following night on a 30-point spree
to take over the lead in- the scoring department. Brown has a 21.5
_
’average.
litiowrt teamed wifitRowe Ilmederet to bounce St. Mary’s, 6459, dr(ipPing the Gaels into a tie
with San Jose. Lenoir’ also stopped
the Gaels’ Odell’3ohnson, holding
him to a Mere 12.points. Johnson
now trails both ’Brown and teammate Leroy Doak after leading

for suitable guards to make his
offense click consistently and put
hustle in his defense.
The Spartans toppled Fresno
twice last year, 85-66 and 70-67.
This year the Bulldogs have bowed to Loyola. St. Mary’s and US)"
in league play.

The

. . . It. oorld’s most hie tot. Fun
to d,1.41. RIO to OOCk fa. Fun to
park.
Ti,. MG -A tom.. ’at tack excitieg
colors an : . . Red, glue, Green.
-Bad, and White. (Hoe’. that r.i.
rovij
Minty optional extras:
Woo WI...oh
Hastar-Dafroster
Adjustable String WhI
Radio

A

, ,_14.44OK give :
trade-In
your
American iron at . .

goose a good
allowance on

BRITISH
MOTOR
CENTER
LTD.
2150 W. SAN CARLOS
CT 7-3635 Open
a p.m.

^

It’s FUN to GO FORMAL

It’s SMART to GO SFEIX!

How’s Your Brakes

largest, finest end most complete stock of Formal

Can you stop safely everytime. Be sure
your brakes are kept in adjustment. Drive
into ’rake and Bearing Service Company
today for a brake chock -up.

BRAKES ADJUSTED
AND TESTED

Weer sod Accessories in the West! Featuring the
Mon Campos kyles

brodgolal Avoloble fir Purchase or Rental I

I.

O@1OK

8 Shoe Hydraulic
For this small $1.50 charge we
Rineve front urlwle
Adjust sar.;c clearance
glow out dirt
Ad jail pedal chorine..
Clata mailer cyliniiet
Adjust wheel bearings
Inspect rydritulic
Pressure 110 yrs,...
Inspct drums aind

RMAL WEAR

f

SALIIIRENTALS
SAN FRANCISCO

eituice
540 SO. FIRST

plod for collogiate

OAKLAND

11111KILIT

SAN JOSS

WE GIVE
YOU AN
WEN BRAKE
CY 1.7044
MINEW

7
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SOUTHWEST WITHERS--Raking under the worst

drought Is neatistAMIL.yeats are portions of eight

Southwest Aube shown above. The,cross-luttched

751

United Nations. - (UP) - The
United States proposed to the
United Nations yesterday that future production of nuclear materials be stockpiled only for peaceful purposes and under international supervision.
U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge Jr., in a five-point disarmament program put before the
General Aseraalases main political
oapettlae, mid such an inter=meanest would make it
"In a secure manner, to

Ski Leader-Safi,
Trip Is Success
"The San Jose State Ski Club’s
Wet trip of the season last weekend was successful, with 84 skiers
enjoying the more’-than three feet
ef snow which fell over the old
lease while they were there," Dick
illcock, club president, said.
$3 refund can be obt
-1111001pc -Stadenrititstnesx-Eitrice;
Room 16. tomorrow by those making the trip." he continued.
Chaperones for the trip were
Instructor and Mrs. Arthur Cirri toy, Mrs. Elsa Hill. assistant professor of occupational therapy.
and’ Richard Fox. SJS graduate
The club will not meet tonight.

JAIWARY ONLY
(links & studs set)

$1.911
$3.50
.fiose S&L,
exclusive

The Tuxedo Shop
35 So. 4th
103-7420
....M= AM.
4

CIASSIFIEDS
LOOT
Brown Purse in Library Thurs.
Please ret. glues & contact lenses.
Des. needed CY 5-9720 or S.
Union. Reward.

you sans
Apar

Edit,.

Modified,

CY 5-5768.
FOR =NT
Le. Ron.4 pet. tame stble. for
2-er-3.-41bale&-ereals4days.- Prefer
non-soik. or drinkers. Reas..rate.
422 W. San Carlos.
Roos sod baud for girls. Holiday
,140,2 girls per rm. ExceL kitchen
Privaellas
Fern. two& 510415 per Month
Kitchen, male students-No drink Inv or smoking. CY. 3-3308.
WANTED

.

Menem% helper. Near Roe’ -Car.
den. Private room, hoard. $30 salary. AK &Olga
Ones
a.Pwith
other. Call CY 14.1111111.’
Male seam* to silltre modem apt.
755S 5th31.
tST-_ west:neat with 3
others,
34318.
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limit, and ultimately to eliminate,
all nuclear test explosionst"
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister
Vasily V. Kuznetsov, submitting
t w o resolutions, promptly p r 0posed an immediate halt on tests
of nuclear weapons and moved to
convene a special general assembly session on disarmament at
an unspecified date.
-X--ozneteov launched his review
of the Krernlin’s disarmament position which brought no new proposals-with an attack on the
Eisenhower Doctrine for U.S.
IiefflattlifteeDWRIDKIn the Mid
Fast, ff oseensery.
Lodge summarized these five
objectives for the U.S. arms raduction plan:
"1. To reverse the trend toward
larger stockpiles of nuclear weapons and to reduce the future
nuclear threat.
"2. To provide against great
surprise attack and thus

tiordeamgm of ’Tudor war.
burden of
tenants and ID nuke- possible improved standards of living.
"4. To insure that research and
development activities concerning
the propulsion of objects through
outer space is devoted exclusively
to scientific and Peaceful purposes.
"5. To ease tensions and to facilitate settlement of difficult political issues."

Announcements of graduation
and personal name cards new can
be purchased at the Spartan Book
Store, announced Harry Wineroth,
store manager. Name cards should
ha ordered early to insure prompt
delivery, he said.
Caps and gowns will be available to seniors on Jan: 21 and
thereafter. Students will be able
to pick up the clothing at the
time of measurement and fitting.
The caps and gowns have been
purchased’ by the college, .thus
maximum service i s available,
Wincroth explained.

Proposed legislation to give an
annual allowance of $3000 each to
state college presidents whose
homes are not furnished by the
state has been endorsird by ,the
San Jose State College Advisery
Board, the Council of State College Presidenti and the State
Board of Education.
Such an allowance, President
John T. Wahlqiiist has stated,
would he a contingency fund which
might be used for public relations
and other purposes, if the college
president owns a n d wishes to
maintain his own home.
Wahlquist hopes . something
will be done "to allow the presilighT orSITCT-6-101RTI thr sort
and public relations obligations
of hls eeriee as is customary in
other institutions etc 1.0511 the
country." WshiquIst said it
tiroald he one of his aims to entertain student, faculty and community groups.
The move for the annual allowance Was Initiated by the SJS
Advisery Board and taken up by
the two state bodies. Wahlquist
said a previous survey into WasRig for ’presidents of other
-brough.t--a--auggesticeithe !neat board that WS buy a
home for Wahlquist., However, he
said he felt it was the state’s
responsibility as it now jirovides
homes for a number of state College presidents.
Colleges where the state now
provides residence* are Chien,
Humboldt, Fresno and California Polytechnic. Those without

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

Spears Plan
Aid to Students
At Registration
Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary organization,
again are offering their time to
assist students in whatever way
possible during registration.
Members of Spears will be on
hand to give information concerning registration to both new and
old students. Cokes, coffee and
doughnuts also will be sold durlogs registration by the Spears.
Money made by the sales will
on some worttawhile pror the school. Last year,
a water fountain was purchased
by Spears ftsSm the money made.
Other activities of the Spears
include weekly trips to Agnew to
entertain patients, serving at luncheons and dinners and assisting
the Tuberculosis Association. A
recent service by the Spears was
,serving us hostesses far the Eagingering Deps.rtns.n _c
Meuse.
into the Spears are Mickey Simonet, Jeanne McHenry and Donna Scbeibet. The girlsere selected
for membership on the basis of
outstanding leadership, scholarship and character.

I.R. Club To Hold
Business Meeting,
Elect New Officers
The Industrial Relatkrie Club
will elect new officers at a combination business, and "get
aquainted" meeting to be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in Room
10 Of the ’Chute’s" at 3rd and
San Fernando Streets, ccarding
to publicity chairman Bob Yother.
The entire I. IL faculty will be
on hand to disauss the industrial relations field and answer
questions. All L ft. majors and
minors are asked to attend.
Business matters will include
reorganizing the club and discussing next semester’s agenda of
events, which inolude social events,
field trips and guest speakers.

Say Hey, Greeks!’
Lost Any Jewels?
Five Ocoee 01 lleireby -wow
found statoribtristliefahe’llise.
Fraternity Bones. iiliapasarbe
identifed and oblong la the Activities Office, NOM 114, according to Miss nage Dinunick,
associate dean of students.
The articles Inaltede a tie
clasp, rhinestone bracelet, two
earrings (not mates) and an
identification bracelet.

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,

Dinner
7th & E. Santa Clara

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low. . . Low . . .
STUDENT RATES
1 Month $500
3 Months 512.00

College Religious Council voted
to make speakers available to
various college living groups duntrig Lent in a breakfast meeting
held Sunday at the Student Y.
. Arrangement fur the speakers
will be made by the Religion-In-

We _Week committee. Speakers
to be available for the living
groups during that time will be ’
announced later, according -to
Lynne Burton, publicity chairman.
Other action discussed by the
Council was to obtain a booth
with the Student Christian Council

nay Orchestra _Arranges Concerti_
amed Violinist To Be Guest Soloist

Meets

Eta Mu Pi, ’national honorary
business fraternity, will hold its
are -tian Jose, San -Francisco, dinner meeting tomorrow at MI verily Foods beginning at 615
min thew. Los Angeles, Long
p.m., according to Shelley Detrick,
Dan* and tiarritoseatn.
WahlquisrlfollifiliY but that all group president.
presidents of state colleges get the . Guest_ steeiter.Harvey Witte, a
"am salary, but those In small stock broker for Sytro and Co.,
schools also get their hank Pro- will discussl stocks and bonds In
relation to the averigainstestor.
Ai the present time Wahlquist Followiflt The meeting, White wilt
Ds and Illial’&11.4(116 hlb ()-n )1Q/7111111O_W the_eroop_ to tour. his San
Joss office.
off campus.

p.

ROBERTS

on registration days to inform
incoming students of the various
religious groups on campus.

TYPEWRITER CO.

The Council also voted to pay
one half of expenses to send a
representative of CRC to Spartaca mp.

156 W. SAN FERNANDO

The Underwood Agency
(Between Market & Almaden)
CY 2-4842

Whatever Your Cleaning Needs...
SPORT COATS . . . DRESS SHIRTS . . . SLACKS
SKIRTS ... SPORT SHIRTS

, SUITS

SWEATERS . . . BLOUSES

.--,---Crear Mb & Sas Weedier

--Rapperaerstaaivea of the
geles City School System will be
on campus tomorrow to interview teaching candidates regarding mid -year openings. Reservations may be made in Room 100 of
the Administration Building.

POLES WELCOME RED-Meeting at a state function In Warsaw
are Red China’s Premier Chou En -lid, left, Whoeyslaw
center, head of the Polish Communist Party, and A. itawadzki,
(International)
Polish government official.

Eta Mu

FREE DELIVERY
AND PICK-UP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

. . . Set Us For Qualify Clouds, . . .

Saturday 8 -5

of 14 mawill visit the
jor udiversities in the east when
he leaves Feb. 2 on a six-week
teacher recruitment trip.
Wahlquist intends to visit the
universities of Minnesota, Michigan. Michigan State. Ohio State,
Purdue, Indiana. Illinois. Columbia, New York. Cornet, Ithaca,
Maryland, George Washington and
Pennslvania.
AS a result of hl f trip. Wahl-4,
quist said he expects to employ
100 new faculty members.

MEETINGS -

The Santa Clara County Philharmonic Orchestra bill preient
its second concert of the season
Friday evening at./8:15 o’clock in
the University of Santa Clara
Auditorium.
Jasef Szigetl, renowned violinist Will be guest soloist with the
group. Ile, will play ."Concerto
for Violin" by Ludwig von Beethoven.
17niler-thr-dhectiorr-of-IMw
Azderian. the orchestra will perd
form "Pavane for a Dead [Princess" by Maurice Ravel; "La Pro=
cession du Redo" by Joaquin Tigina; and Mozart’s "I,ente Byrn,

Late Model Underwoods,
Royals, etc. ’

POSTER OIRL--Launelling a penman of nationwide coffee parties
during January, Marlene Olsen. 4, polio poster girl from Burlington.
Mass., calls on Mrs. Richard M. Nixon, wife of ;the Wee President,
Is the nation’s eapitat

Religious Council To Arrange
Lent Speeches For Groups

"

John T. Walktust, -SPARTAN CLEANERS & Laundry
eachers Neede0 ITo
ioAa st - - - - " 6
pres d campusesT awd mRd th

President May
Get Allowance

FORMAL JEWELRY

IVA

wfADiER

area has received less than half its normal rainfall President Eisenhower yesterday visited this
(International)
area.

Lodge Submits Disarmament
Program to U.N. Committee

Students who expect to enroll
in Education 145 (Supervised Stio
debt Teaching) for the spring semester are required to attend a
meeting Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 55, according to Dr. Gervais W. Ford, Secondary EduceBen Department head.
At this meeting, Dr. Ford said,
student teachers will be given
their assignments in at
teaching for the coming semester.
Important announcements, he added, -will be made regarding -the
itudent teaching assignment.

.

411.,

I ! 1

Spring Ed. 145’
Class To Meet

Spartan Shop
Notes, Cards
Now Available

Christian schism Organization
will meet tonight at 7:30 o’clock
in the Chapel.
El Mettle Castellano will meet
tonight at 8 o’clock in Room 11.
Mitglneering Society will -hold
a "Senior Night" tonight at .7:30
o’clock in .E 718.
Industrial Arta Club will meet
today at 11:30 a.m. in the LA.
lecture hall.
International Relations Club
will meet tonight at 7:30 o’cfock
In Room 107.
Kappa Phi will hold a cabinet
Imneeg. ting and buffet supper at the
home of Jean Telford, 230 S. 17th
St., tonight at 6:30 o’clock.
Latter Day Saints Institute of
Religion will meet Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. -at the Institute ’build-

Phony."
San Jose State College music
faculty membei, who participate
in the orchestra are W. Gibson
Walters, Donald Homuth, Lyle
Downey and W. Wayne Sorensen.
Public Relations CortimIttee will
Twenty-one ti..113 Students are
also Members of the group. They utlzanize work for the trmainder
itelltsBayerly_Za,a, Nathan Fitter- of the year, today at 3.30 p.m. in
man, Gary jieswick, Sheri tiny- J 3,
Diane- Kuhr, Ogre Thompson,
lifue .brdre-W a roThs Wrisi woofSnYder. Lola Nelson, Vern Older., society whose purpose is to pm.
Lou Anne Bone, ilherry Payton. Aote school spirit and uphold
Joan Goodwin, DOM Cox, Judie traditions. Member* are chosen
y. Donald Phillip, David Yo- for outstanding work in many
"Le Roy WimetWatt
-mai for their
amp= activlillm’
and James Bagby .
academic achievements.

you Pil oar ...
MAUER’S CAFETERIA
Se. end ley What Yea Like
Complete Dinners
OPEN
We Specialize
Just
Z_DAYS Altiff.1(
In Homemade
1.00 to 1.50
s.m. fo 800 p.m.
Desserts
175 SOUTH FIRST - ACROSS FROM KRESS

SHANK’S
DRIVE-IN DRY CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY

One Stop
Service

In by 9:00
Out by 5:00

at No Extra Charge

SECOND and SAN

CARLOS
(Right behind Newberry’s}

We rglim

S I M Grim Stamps

FASHION

t

istr.

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS .
SOUP
VEGVABLE

POTATOES
READ

BUTTER .

85‘
AICHIES STEAK- HOUSE
545 S. 2nd

Hours 7 AM, to 9 P.M:-

--VPIAVM-fiesfdin-es on "Morays,
New York has the waist shoulder-high.
I There’s nothing like fashion
To cool oft your passion!"
He laughed ...
he thought he would diet

.

P.S. Male knees in Bermuda
shorts can be pretty funny too!
Fat or slender, -either gender, if
you like your..pleasure BIG.
enjoy the real full flavor, the
reel satisfaction of a Chesterfield.
Packed more smoothly by
Aecu Ray, it’s the smoothest
tasting smoke today.
Imeke for nal ...smoke Chesterfield

1150 eer evetysti,aiicanplsioal yew maepted for
publication.
terffeld, P Bot 21, New York
N
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